2019 Summer Research Assignment Recipient Presentations - Round 2

**Lisa Dunkley¹**, Counseling & Human Services: *Role of Social Factors and Desistance From Crime.*

**Lisa Dunkley²**, Counseling & Human Services: *Role Individual Factors in Desistance from Crime for Juvenile Offenders.*

**Ruth Facun-Granadozo¹**, Early Childhood Education: *Lesson Planning-Related Questions and Solutions of PreK-3 Teacher Candidates.*


**Rebecca Milner**, Counseling & Human Services: *Perceptions of Sexual Harassment and Sexual Assault via Dating Apps.*

**Natalie L. Smith**, Sport, Exercise, Recreation, & Kinesiology: *An Exploration of Engagement in Creativity-Related Processes within Coaching.*

**MARCH 3, 2020**

**BRING YOUR LUNCH**

Clemmer College awards financial incentives for Summer Research Assignments (SRAs) based upon proposals submitted to the Internal Research Advisory Committee. This provides SRA recipients with undistracted time to complete a set of observable and measurable objectives that results in a variety of scholarly products. Please join our second group of 2019 SRA recipients as they discuss their projects.

**BROWN BAG SEMINAR**

**EACH SRA RECIPIENT WILL GIVE A SHORT PRESENTATION AND ANSWER QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE.**

**Warf-Pickel Hall Room #415**

**11:30AM – 12:30PM**

Sponsored by the Office of the Dean, Clemmer College

Reply to: Pamela Mims
Assistant Dean of Research and Grants

mimspj@etsu.edu